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ABSTRACT

We describe speech research through the Open Mind Initia-
tive, which provides a framework for large-scale collabora-
tive efforts in building components of “intelligent” systems
using the internet. Based on Open Source methodology, the
Open Mind Initiative allowsdomain specialiststo contribute
algorithms, tool developers to provide software infrastruc-
ture and tools, and non-specialist “e-citizens” to contribute
training data and information to large databases. An impor-
tant challengeis to make iteasy and rewarding for e-citizens
to provide such information. We describe the current status
of such speech research, and several challenges and oppor-
tunities associated with the Open Mind Initiative.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of classifiers and “intelligent” machines
— ones that can understand speech, summarize stories, en-
gage in conversation, etc. — relies on both theory [6] and
data, and there has been incrementalimprovementin anum-
ber of areas. Most subdisciplines in speech analysis and
recognition require large corpora for progress; many would
profit from an open framework for experimentation and col-
laboration. We discuss a new methodology — The Open
Mind Initiative — to this end.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we stress
the need for large corpora and an open framework for sys-
tems engineering and integration forfurtherprogress in sev-
eral problems in speech processing and recognition. We
then discuss the Open Mind Initiative, in particular its three
components — domain experts, tool developers and non-
specialist “e-citizens” — and briefly compare and contrast
it with traditional Open Source. Then, in Sect. 3 we present
currentworkon developing speech recognition systemswhich
could beused withthe Open Sourceoperatingsystem Linux.
Section 4 mentions some unsolved problems, research di-
rections and conclusions.
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2. THE OPEN MIND INITIATIVE

In very broad terms, recent work in many areas of pattern
recognition and artificial intelligence has relied more and
more upon fairly general models, such as powerful statisti-
cal ones, trained with a great deal of data. The fundamen-
taltheoreticalunderpinnings ofdomain-independentpattern
recognition— maximum-likelihoodand Bayesiantechniques,
function estimation, and so on — are highly developed and
rigorous. While there willcontinueto beeffortandprogress,
the foundations as currently understood are sufficient for
developing successful pattern classifiers in many domains.
The adequacy of even very simple models is illustrated in
optical character recognition, where recognizers based on
simple models (decision trees, neural networks, ...) trained
with millions ofcharacters outperform recognizersbased on
sophisticated models trained with less data [7]. This need
for large training sets is a lesson that recurs in a number of
domains, from acoustic speech recognition [9], speechread-
ing [13], natural language processing [5], speech produc-
tion [15], and others. For many areas where we may not
yet have adequate models, we nevertheless know how to
broaden and improve classes of models — to include more
degreesoffreedom to accountforsources ofvariation, to set
parameters, and so on — given enough data. In summary,
then, it appears that in many interesting domains, particu-
larly speech, large data sets are necessary.

The appreciation of the need for large knowledge bases
and training data has led to the construction of publicly
available databases. The National Institutes of Standards
and Technology (NIST), the Linguistics Data Consortium
(LDC), and others have compiled large databases of train-
ing data related to speech, language, documents and other
domains. A representative example is that of the Macro-
phone project, compiled by Texas Instruments, a collec-
tion of roughly 200,000 utterances of free telephone speech
from non-specialists, constrained by topic [2]. While these
and other public databases have been vital to continued im-
provements in recognizers, some of the best systems are



trained with yet additional data, usually proprietary, as in
the case of a leading optical character recognition product
[3].

Another key component in building such systems in-
volves software tools. There are many commercial tools for
developing speech and natural language systems which al-
low developers to explore model parameters easily, specify
grammars, lexicons, and so on. Some of these tools are pro-
vided free of charge by companies in order to promote the
sale and use of their hardware, such as speech chips [14, 8].
An important lesson here is that non-specialist developers
can create useful systems, given sufficiently good tools.

It was in appreciation of these needs, and the success of
the Open Source model of software development, that let to
the proposal of the Open Mind Initiative [12, 11]. It is per-
haps simplest to understand the structure of the Open Mind
Initiative in terms of its three component functions — pro-
vided by domain experts, infrastructure and tooldevelopers,
and e-citizens. Domain experts contribute libraries of fun-
damental algorithms; tool developers contribute and refine
the enabling software; e-citizens contribute information and
training data. All this is possible given the infrastructure of
the internet and World Wide Web which lowers the effort
and cost of creating large databases.

ThestructureofatypicalOpenMind developmentproject
can be illustrated with isolated handwritten character recog-
nition. In such a project, sampled handwritten characters
are presented on web browsers of non-specialists who la-
bel (classify) them; the labels returned to the Open Mind
host machine are used for training classifiers. The non-
specialists are provided incentives and rewarded for con-
tributing such pattern labels [11]. Machinelearning and pat-
tern recognition algorithms are then used to train the classi-
fier using the contributed labels. Domain experts can easily
test different recognition algorithms and propose improve-
ments, all in an open framework. The final software is
downloadable and freely available to all.

2.1. Domain experts

Experts in a specific domain such as acoustic speech recog-
nition contribute documented libraries of fundamental al-
gorithms, and possibly representative training sets, freely
available to all. Much of such work has already been pub-
lished in refereed journals, and the Open Mind approach ex-
tends the trend in academic publishing in which algorithms
and data are published in electronic form on the web.

2.2. Tool developers

Key components to the Initiative are provided by the infras-
tructure or tool developers. The challenge is to make it
easy for e-citizens to contribute data, and here new forms
of infrastructure will have to be developed. An unusual

form of interface could be provided by games. In that case,
tool developers would develop games in which the play-
ers’s responses provided the feedback for training data. In
such a relatively unstructured massive collaborative soft-
ware project many technical problems must be considered
— everything from low-quality data to outright hostile at-
tacks. A number of simple heuristics in data “truthing”
could reduce the possibility of poor data. For instance, any
query from the Open Mind system could be presented to
three independent, randomly chosen e-citizen contributors,
and their replies accepted only if all three agree. Like-
wise, there are domain-dependent algorithms for automat-
ically identifying “outliers” — responses that differ drasti-
cally from the current consensus, which could be automati-
cally brought to the attention of a domain expert or modera-
tor for review. There are many techniques from experimen-
tal psychology for insuring the quality of the data too, such
as the insertion of a “catch trial” which has only one plausi-
ble answer; an incorrect answer on such a catch trial belies
an unreliable contributor and invalidates his or her recent
submissions. Finally, the software infrastructure should al-
low e-citizen contributors to identify themselves, for recog-
nition and reward (see below).

2.3. E-citizens

The biggestdifference between traditional Open Source and
the Open Mind Initiative is the need for data provided by
e-citizens. E-citizens are non-experts — that is, they need
neither programming skills nor academic knowledge of the
problem domain. In essence, anyone with access to a web
browser can be considered an e-citizen. One approach in
the speech recognition domain is to play unlabeled sound
files to e-citizens over the internet; each e-citizen would
then classify the utterance, and indicate the label by clicking
one of several graphic buttons on his or her browser. Even if
a tiny percentage of people with web access provide a small
amount of information, very large corpora could be created
in this way. Furthermore, training could be efficient since
the Open Mind system would present to e-citizens only am-
biguouspatterns (i.e., mostinformative), atechniqueknown
as learning with queries. Such learning often provides a dis-
tinct advantage over learning based on traditional i.i.d. sam-
pling [1].

3. OPEN MIND SPEECH RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

Although our speech project is in its infancy, we have iden-
tified some of its key initial components and began writing
code. By the very nature of open development, these can be
expected to change and improve as the project progresses.



Open Source Open Mind
no e-citizens e-citizens crucial
expert knowledge
(e.g., data formats)

informal knowledge
(e.g., phoneme identities)

machinelearning irrelevant machine learning essential
web optional web essential
most work is directly on
the final software

most work is not on the fi-
nal software

hacker/programmer culture
(≈ 105 contributors)

e-citizen/business culture
(≈ 108 contributors)

one or a small number of
experts contribute a given
part of the software (e.g.,
a Linux device driver)

many e-citizens contribute
data that is used in a
single function (e.g., digit
recognition)

Table 1: Comparison of Open Source and Open Mind ap-
proaches.

Because of our location and personal interests, we expect
that applications in both English and French will receive the
earliest attention. The whole system should be portable to
other languages, including “unicode languages” and Asian
languages.

3.1. Recognition algorithms

The fundamental recognition algorithms are based on Hid-
den Markov Models and traditional grammars, as publicly
known and available in the speech and pattern recognition
literature [4, 9, 6]. Mostofour code is being written in C++;
the first target operating system is Linux, though we want to
make it easy to port our code to related operating systems
such as UNIX.

3.2. Training data and tools

A key to developing automatic to speech recognition sys-
tems —anda centralconsideration in thedevelopmentofall
Open Mind projects — is both the quality and the quantity
of training data. It is important that data be collected for a
wide range of applications. There is a need for simple com-
mand words (“yes,” “no,” “OK,” “open,” “start,” ...), dig-
its and digit strings, as well as more complex sentences for
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition. This range
demands that our data-collection tools be general purpose.
During data collection, orthographic transcriptions can be
entered by the speaker, reviewed by automatic “truthing”
algorithms and if necessary by other e-citizens or domain
experts. The audio data will be recorded at 16 bits/sample
and 16 kHz sampling rate (PCM) to allow good quality. The
compression (if any) must be lossless, based on publicly
available algorithms.

Of particular importance to the Open Mind approach
are tools for developing methods for collecting data from
e-citizen contributors. Tool developers should be able to
write and modify applications for playing unlabeled speech
sounds to e-citizens and to collect their responses. We can
envisionnovelgameinterfacestofacilitatecontributionsfrom
e-citizens, for instance where the player’s progress through
a maze depends upon his or her labeling pre-segmented ut-
terances played through the player’s web browser. It will
also be helpful to have the speaker enter additional infor-
mation about the speaker (gender, age, dialect, native/non-
native) and if applicable the recording method (microphone
type, distance, noise level). The software tools should en-
ables domain experts to manipulate and navigate the Open
Mind speech database and extract data via queries that in-
volve such supporting information. In this way, limited do-
main or age- or gender-specific recognizers can be devel-
oped.

3.3. Infrastructure for domain expert experimentation

Training datais important, butthere isalsoa need for agood
testing database. While the collected data can be used for
training or testing, it is important to organize the database
so that data from a particular speaker is not used in both
the training set and the test set. Along with each test set in
the database, there could be a place for domain experts to
note the performance gain/loss obtained be using different
algorithms, so the information can be used by others.

4. CONCLUSIONS

There is of course a great deal yet to be done on speech
and language processing through Open Mind. In addition
to the numerous tasks outlined here, there is a need for new
algorithms for outlier detection and data “truthing.” Fur-
thermore, in learning with queries, it is often desirable to
generate new patterns for the e-citizen (serving as an “or-
acle”) to label. Such patterns should be informative, i.e.,
such that the classifier classifies them with low confidence.
This may require algorithms for generating speech utter-
ances “between” two that already lie in the database, for
instance an artificial utterance between a particular /ba/
and a particular /da/. Some of these new algorithms may
be of sufficiently general nature that they can be applied to
projects in other Open Mind domains, such as optical char-
acter recognition.

The conjunction of several forces — the manifest need
for“intelligent”software, thedemonstrated successofOpen
Source methodology, the large body ofpowerfulmodelsand
training algorithms, the infrastructure of the web and the
very large and growing number of e-citizens — leads us to
believe that the Open Mind Initiative provides an powerful



framework for developing important and useful software.
A particularly valuable aspect of Open Mind is that it facili-
tates integration ofseparate projects, for instance real-world
ontologies, grammatical constraints, and topic identifica-
tion with acoustic speech recognition. Open Mind seems
to fulfill the need, broadly recognized within the artificial
intelligence, speech recognition and related communities,
for incorporating structure and constraints from such a wide
range of functional and conceptual levels [10].
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